A RESOLUTION OF THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION OF NORTHERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY, HIGHLAND HEIGHTS, KENTUCKY, REQUESTS THE FORMATION OF A PARTNERSHIP BETWEEN STUDENTS AND FUELNKU THAT WOULD CREATE A SYSTEM TO INFORM STUDENTS AS TO WHAT ITEMS ARE NEEDED IN THE FUELNKU PANTRY.

WHEREAS: FuelNKU is a food pantry on campus that helps to fight student hunger by providing a "Safe and confidential NKU resource to get students the nutritional assistance they need" according to their website, and

WHEREAS: Currently there is no formal link between students and FuelNKU that informs students as to what items FuelNKU needs at particular times, and

WHEREAS: If a partnership or link between students and FuelNKU were to be created, students could then use Flex Dollars or personal funds to purchase specific and necessary supplies for FuelNKU on campus when FuelNKU needs them the most, and

WHEREAS: This partnership and subsequent dissemination of information could take on various forms, whether it be through SGA, through a ListServ, through social media, or through a number of other mediums of communication, and

WHEREAS: An example of this partnership in practice would be FuelNKU sending out through a designated medium of communication items they need at the food pantry, then a student could locate the items and purchase them on campus via Flex Dollars or personal funds and donate them to FuelNKU.

BE IT THEREFORE RESOLVED, ON THIS EIGHTEENTH DAY OF APRIL 2016, THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION OF NORTHERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY, HIGHLAND HEIGHTS, KENTUCKY, REQUESTS THE FORMATION OF A PARTNERSHIP BETWEEN STUDENTS AND FUELNKU THAT WOULD CREATE A SYSTEM TO INFORM STUDENTS AS TO WHAT ITEMS ARE NEEDED IN THE FUELNKU PANTRY.

Signed: ____________________________

Katherine M. Hahnel, President

Attest: ____________________________

R. Austin Stevenson, Senator

Attest: ____________________________

Kaitlyn A. Schaefer, Senator & Chairwoman